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that which is brought about the apex and the mal'gin of tbe loaf 
nnd ou the leaf-snrfaee as a result of the action of glnnds. 

In many cases the glnnds are originally mucilage-glands (CoIle
teren, Keulenzotten, Trichomzotten) which seCl'ete resin Ol' balsnm in 
the bud, as proved to be the cnse in J(er1'ia, Sarnb~tcus, C01'yht8, 
Ulmus, SY1'inga, F01'sythia, but in other plants they are from the 
beginning reaL water-glands: Pldlaclelplms, De~ttziCl, Hyclrangea, 
1tVeigelia, etc. 

Physics. - "On the theory of the ZEEMAN-elfect in Cl clil'ection 
inclinecl to tJle lines of f07'ce." By Prof. H. A. LOREN'l'Z. 

(Communicated in the meeting of June 26, 1909) 

§ 1. Oertain phenomemt observed by HAllE in sun-spoL spectm 
have indnced me to work out the theory of the ZEEMAN-effect on 
the assumption thnt the direction of observation is oblique to the 
lines of force, a problem th at has all'eady been tl'eated by VOIGT 1), 
but in which some details remnined to be examined. 

Ou!" subject will be the "inverse" effect, to which the direct ono 
is intimntely related, and Wfl shall start from the fundamental equn
iions in the farm I have g'iven them in a recent adicle in the 
"Mathematische Encyklopädie" ~), supposing the magnetic field ia bo 
homogeneous and parallel to the axis of z. 

We shall assume that the particles of the body through ,yhich 
the light is propagated, unless they be magneticnlly isotropic (i. e. 
of slich n structUl'e thnt a l'otation of a particle in the field has na 
influence on the frequency of its free vibmtions) nre turned by the 
magnetic force in such n mnnner thnt n cerinin "axis" proper to ench 
pal,ticle takes the dil'ectiou of tho field. vVe shall fUl'tber imagine 
that ench pal'ticle contnins a certain nU111uer of electrons forming by 
their nrrangement same definite and reglllnl' configul'atioll, and cnpnble 
of vibrating about their positions of equilibrium under the joint 
influence of "quasi-elnstic" farces, of l'esistances and of the nction 
exerted by the externni field. Though, on account of the complexit~r 
of its structure, the mode of 1l10tion of a particle may be fat' from 
simpIe, we can easily treat it mathematically in a general way. This 
is due to the circumstnnce thnt, under cel'tain simplifying restl'ictions, 

1) W. V OIGT , Weiteres ZUl' Theorie der magneto·optischen Wirkungen, Ann. 
Phys. I (1900), p. 389. 

2) H. A. LORENTZ, Theorie der mllgneto-optischen Ph:il1omene, Encyklopädie 
d. mlllh. Wiss. V 22, p. 1 \19. 
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the electromagnetie aetion excl'ted by a pal'iiele is found to be wholly 
determiued by its electric moment. Thel'efol'e, in considering the 
influenee of a particIe on the pl'opagatiun of light, we may replaee 
it by a single electron, to whieh we may assign an arbitrarily chosen 
charge e and whose dispJacements Je, y, z have sneh values. th at the 
products ex, ey, ez are equaL to the components of the eleetric 
moment of the partiele. This imáginal'y electron may be called the 
"equivalent electron". 

lf apartiele were outside the magnetic field (but in the position 
it really has in the field) and if it were fi'ee from resistances and 
from the influence of the other partieles, its eleet1'ons would be able 
to vibl'ate in a number of definite modes. We shaH suppose that, 
in these eircumstances, the1'e are certain g1'oups of "fulldamental 
vibrations", of sneh a kind that all the vibrations belonging to one 
and the same g1'oup have a common frequeney 17,0' eorresponding 
to a definite spectral line. Whenever it is necessary, we shall 
distinguish the different groups from each other by the indices 
a, b, c, ... , and we shaH denote by Je the numbel' of modes of 
vibration in a gl'oup. 

Let us next suppose the magnetie field to be exeited, without, 
however, as yet introducing the resistances and the mutual actions 
between the pal'ticles. Tben, instead of any gl'OUp consisting of 7.; 
modes of vibration with equal fl'equencies 17,0' we shaH have Je modes 
whose frequencies are unequal, all differing slightly from this original 
common value. In order to distinguish these Je modes, we sball 
assign to each of them an index (x), whieh we shall write on the 
right-hand side al1d at the top of the symbols relating to the mode 
in question. 

Now, in eaeh of these fundamental vibrations that can go on in 
the magnetic field under the circurnstltnces just stated, the equivalent 
elertron will have a motion which, according to the theory of vibrating 
systems, must be, generally speaking, a harmonie elliptie vibration. 
It can be further specified, if we take into account the state::; of 
polarization observed in tbe ZEEMA.N-effect. From these one ean 
infer that the path of the equivalent electron must he, either a 
straight line in the direction of the field, Ol' a circle whose plane is 
at l'ight angles to it. The index Xl wiIl be applied to those 
fundamental modes for which the first case occurs, and similarly the 
index x~ to the second case; if we want to distil1gl1ish whether tbe 
circular motion of the equivalent electron is in the direction corre
sponding to th at of the lines of force, or in the opposite one, we 
shall use the index "2+ or "2-' However, in order not to encumber 
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our formulae with too mauy indices, we shall omiL them whenevel' 
this cau be done without fear of confusioll. 

The states of motiol1 ~2 always OCC1,l1' in even numbel'; in fact, 
cOl'l'esponding to each state ~2+, there wiJ] be a state "2- whose 

-frequency nh+) lies at the same distance ii'om no as n(/2-), but on 
the other side of it. The modes of motion "1 are conjllgate two by 
two in the stime way, with the exception, however, when 1.; is odd, 
of one of them, WhlCh has the ol'iginal frequency no' 

The introduction of complex expressions, aftel' the man nel' generally 
followed in problems of rhis kind, will be found very convenient. 
By ihis method one finds, for each mode of vibration, defilllte ratios 
hetween the quantities representing the componenls of the t1i&pla,ce
ments of the &evel'al clectrons from theil' positions of equilIbrium. 
These mtios detel'mine what may be called the "forms" of the 
yibrations, anel it is especially to be noticed that, whereas in a particle 
snbjeeted to tbe magnetic field only, the vibrations of the 1.; modes 
mentioned above have unequal frequencies, a periodic external electric 
force, can pl'oduce fOl'ced vibrations in these different modes, all 
taking pI ace with the period of the force ilse1f. 

§ 2. This case of an impressed electric force occurs when a ray 
of homogeneolls light is propagated tlu'ough the system, so that, if 
n is lts frequency, tbe complex expressions fol' the dependent variables 
all contain the factor é 1t• While a pal'ticle is vibrating, in all its 
different modes at the same time, under the influence of the alter
nating electric force <.t existing in the beam of light, it has an electric 
moment whose components are 

t 

Pa. = ex, Py = ey, Pz = ez, 
r 

and the body is thel'efore the se at of au electric polarization (electric 
momellt per unit of volume) fol' which we may v"rite 

î.p = Np, 
where }..T is the llllmber 9f particles in unit of volume. 

The equations of motion of a partiele lead to the valtles 1) 

~).z = Q2+ (~a. + i~y) + Q2- (~x - ilf.II), 

l'y = Q2+ (li11 - i~"t') + Q2- Uiy + i.r:t), 
~'z = Ql If.z, 

the coefficients QI, Q2+, Q2- indicating' to what amonnt the vibrations 
in ihe modes ~l, ~2+ ) "2- contribnte to the polarization 1).'. Tbe first 
of these coefficients is given by 

1) Cf. Muth. EllCykl. V 22, § 47. 

I i 
:1 

.. 
11 
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BCx) 
Ql = - S 2 2 , • • • • (1) 

ab .• "I ( + no ) ( C ) • n - n-n" -~ng 
nCl') 

and for Q2+ and Q2- we have similar expl:'essions, containing sums 
which relate to the modes of motion "2+ and "2-. The symboli 
2, 2, 2 serve to indicate sums th at must be extended either 
"1 "2+ "2-
over the modes Y.}, or over the modes "2+ or "2- of one of the 
groups a, b, ... , and all these groups have their share in the sums 
S. The coefticient g, which we shall suppose to have the same value 
ab .. 

for all terms belonging to one and the same gl'onp, represents the 
influence of the resistances, and may be regarded as a measure of 
the breadth of the absorption lines. As to the qua,ntities BC/) , these 
are all real and positive; theil' value depends on the structure of 
the partieles and is the same for two conjugate vibrations. 

Let us denote by 1) the dielectric displacement, so that 

1) = It + ~, . . (2) 

and let us abbreviate by putting 

1 + QI =Sl! 

1 + Q2+ + Q2- = 82, 
Q2+- Q2-=R. 

Then we have the relations 
1)x = S2 Cfa' + iR Cfy, ' 

î>y = S2 ~y - iR <rx, • • • • • • • • (3) 

1)z = SI <rz, 

which are to be combined with tile general equatiolls of the electro- ~ 

magnetic field 
1 . 

Tot .p = -1) , ....... (4) 
c 

1 . 
Tot (,f = - - .Sj. .....• (5) 

c 

In these latter formulae .p denotes the magnetic force that belongs 
to the beam of light and alternates with its frequency. 

§ 3. We shall examine the propagation of p1ane waves in a 
direction lying in the plane OJZ, and mt~lüng a positive sharp angle 
.{Jo with the axis of z. Let the variabIe quantities which determine 
the state of the system contain the coordinates and the time on1y 
in the factor 
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• . • (6) 

The quantity (p,), which we shaH have to detel'mine further on, may 
properly be called the complex index of refraction, and if 

ich 
(p,)=p,- -, 

n 
. . (7) 

p, will be the real index of refraction, and h the index of absorption, 
the amplitude diminishing in the ratio of 1 to e-hl whell a distance 
l is travelled over. 

From (5) we infer 

and then from (4) 

,Px = - (p,) eiy cos fJ., 

'~y = (p,) (~x cos fJ. - 'i::: sin fJ.), 

'P::: = (p,) fiy sin .v., 

Îla, = (p,l (<tx cos fJ. - <rz sin fJ.) cos fJ., 

Îly = (p,)2 <ry, 
1:\ = - (p,)2 (Cf:l, OOSl<)o- Cf:::sinfJ.) sinfJ.. 

If here we substitute the values (3), and if we put 

(p,)2 = 1 + S, .... 
8z 

81 R -=1+'1'/. -=;, 
8 2 82 

we get the relations 
fix + i; Cfy = (1 + s) (fia, cos fJ. - fi::: sin fJ.) cos fJ., 

<t1j - i; (~\ = (1 + S) Ciy, 

(1 -t- '11) eiz = - (1 + S) «(tx cos fJ. - (t::: sin fJ.) sin fJ.. 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Before proceeding further it will be weIl to turn the axes of x and 
z in their plane over au angle fJ., so th at the second of them takes 

the direct ion of the rays. Calling the new coordinates x' and Z', 
we have 

i \ 

fix = Cfx' cos fJ. + Cf:::' sin fJ., (tz = - 'ta.'sin fJ. + <r;::, cos fJ., 

by which our last three equations become 
~z' sin fJ. + i ; fi1j = S Cf:l,'cOS .v., 

- i; (fi:l,' cos fJ. + Ci:::,sin fJ.) = S Cfy, 

(1 + "1) Ciz'cos fJ. = ('11 - s) Cfx' sin fJ.. 

Finally, if the value of Cf:::' drawn fi'om the third equation is 
substituted in the first and the second, we get the following relations 
between the transverse components of the elect'ric force 
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{ g (1 + 11 cos2 
{t) - 11 sin2 

{t} (fx' = i b (1 + 11) {tv cos {t, I 
' (11) 

- i b {(cos~ {t + 11) - 6 sin2 {t l {t:t' = g (1 + 11) {ty cos {t, 

from which we deduce by eliminating these cornponents 

62 (1 + 11 coss {Jo) - 6 (11 - ;;~) sin2 {t - 1;2 (cos 2 {t + 11) = 0, ' (12) 
01' 

(6 + ;;2) (6 - 11) sin2 {t + (g2 - 1;2) (1 + 11) cos2 {t = 0. , (13) 
If the frequencies no ' the frequencies n(Y) (snch as they are under 

the influence of the external magnetic field), the resistances ,q and 
the poefficients Br,,) are known, the quantities S1> S2' Tl and, by (10), 
11 and ; will be wholly detel'mined for any cho&en value of the 
frequency 11, Aftel' having calculated the value of g from equation 
(12), we can deduce from it, first, by means of (9), the complex 
index of refraction ((.1,) and then, by means of (7), the real index of 
refraction (.L and the index of absorption h, 

Moreover, when 6 has been found, the equations (11) give the ratio 
between the components Itx' and {ty, and a}so that between 1)a,' and 
'J)y' which has the same value, because, on account of (8), 

1)x' = (p,)2 (fx' • 

The result is 
1)v ' ;(cos2 {t-~ sin2 {t + 11) - = - ~ j , • , • (14) 
1)x' S (1 + 11) cos {t 

it determmes the state of polarization fol' any beam th at can be 
pl'opagated in the manner specified by (6), for all)' "prmcipal beam", 
as we shall say. 

Wherea& the component {tz' may verJ weIl be different from zero, 
the equations (8) show that D~, = 0, as might have been expected 
beforehand, Hence, at every point of the syste111, the extremity of 
the vector 'U descl'ibes an ellipse in Us plane perpendicular to the 
dil'ection of propagation, This line, which shows us the state of 
polarization of the pl'incipal beam, may be called its "charactel'istic 
ellipse"; equation (14) determines, not only its shape and position, 
but also the dil'ection in w hich it is described, 

It must further be noticed that, on account of the relation (2), the 

, ~y, I t th ,1)1/ d (fIt h I't f h' h ratIO - JS equa 0 e !'atlOS ~ an m' teequa 1 y 0 W IC 
~x' .:LJa,' "-x' 

has already been mentioned. Hence, remembel'ing that the components 
of ~ are pl'oportional to those of the disph1.cement of the equivalent 
electron in a particIe, one easily sees that, while a partiele is made 
to vibrate in its different modes of motion (in the way determined 
by the sums in QI, Q2+ and Q2-) the projection of the equivalent 
electron on tlle wave-front moves in an ellipse of the same form 
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and position as the characteristic elIipse, and described in the s~me 
direction. L 

As (12) gives two values of g, there ar-e two principal bearns, 
differing from each othel' by their states of polarization, their" velocities 
of propagation and their indices of absorption. All these details depend 
on the angle iJ. and in general on the valne ehosen fol' the fr'equeney n: 

§ 4. The rnagnetic components belongillg to one of the rnembers 
of a det1.nite group a, Ó, or c ete. lie within a narrow strip of the 
spectrum, which we sha11 hkewise denote by the letter a, b, or c 
etc. We shall confine ourselve& to the propagation of light belonging 
to one of these parts, say to a, and we shall aSSllme that the 
distance'$ of this part from the parts b, c etc. are very. great in 
eomparison both with the breadth of ct and with that of b, c etc. 
On this assumption the part 

BV) 
-2------------

/1 (n+no2) (n-n(/))-ing 
nC!) 

of (1), which relates to the grollp b for instance, may be simplified 
by writing nOa mstead of n, nOb for each n(/), and 

n20a - n20b 

for each denominator. The result IS 

---:2B(/). 
n20b-n20a /1 

The qllantities Q2+, Q2- may be treated in the same way and 
we can repeat fol' the gl'OUpS c, d, .. what we have done with b. 
If we assume that for each group 1) 

:2 Bey) = :2 B(/) + :2 B(/) = 2 :2 B(/;, • (15) 
/1 /2+ /2- /2+ 

the parts contributed by the groups b, e, " taken together, to the 
quantities Qt, Q2+, Q2- may be represented by 8, i 8, i 8, where 8 

is a real quantity, constant thl'ough the region a. As fol' the parts 
due to the group a, in these we may replace every denominator by 

2 no (n - n(Y)) - i no g, 

undel'standing by no the value nOa. We shall simplify,st'ill frirthel' by 
assuming tliat the group a is a magnetic triplet, so that it comprises 
but one mode of vibration "r, one mode "2+ and one "2-. The 
frequencies of the free vibrations in these modes are 

. (16) 

1) See § 51 of the Artiele in the Math. Encykl. cited above. . , 
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where v has a value proportional to the strength of the field. More
over, if the relation (15) is supposed a1so to hold for the group a, 
we may put 

(x2+) (x2_) hf 
B = B = ano ,B = 2 ano , 

with a positive constant a, so that we find 

Ql =s 
2a 

a 
Q2+=l s - ., 

2(n-n2+) -~g 

Q 
a / 2-=1 8 ------

2(n-n2_)-ig 

Ey this the ,alues of Sp 82 R, 'Yj and ; have likewise become known. 
It is easily seen that 1 + S = (.10\ when (Jo is the real index ofrefraction 
that would be found t'or n = no if the particles were Ilot put in motion 
in the modes of the group a, but on1y in those of the groups b, c, ... 

If, finally, we put 
a = (J/ ~ , 

UI = ~ = ~ 2(n-n1}+ig , (17) 
2(n-n1}-ig 4(n-nJ2+g2 

2(n-n2+}+ig 2(n-n2_}+ig (18) 
u'>+ = ~ , U2- = ~ , 
- 4(n-n2+)2+l 4('1-n2_)2+,?2 

we get 

'Yj = ?t2++u2--2u\ (19) 
1-(u2++'ll2-) 

; _ U2--U2+ 
- 1-(u2++u2-) ' (20) 

and, aftel' having calculated 6 by means of (12), 
(tt)2 = (.10211 - (U2+ + U2-) l (1 +~) . . . . (21) 

In the large ma:jorlty of cases [he absorption, even at the p1ace 
in the spectrum where it is strongest, is vel'y feebie a10ng a distance 
of a wave-Iength. Oonsequently, the quantities 'l(, are very much 
smaller than 1. Equations (19) and (20) show that 'I}, ; are very 
small, and by (12) g is so likewise, so that (19), (20) and (21) may 
be written 1) 

'Yj = U2+ + U2- - 2 ~t1' 

; = U2- -U2+, 

«(.1) = tto 11-} (U2+ + U2-) +} 6!' . . . (22) 

1) Many of VOlGT'S equations ale free from these approximations. See also § 11 below. 
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§ 5. Ey puttilIg 190 = ° or ~ 31:, we are led back to the weIl known 
theory of the ZEEl\fAN-effect fol' directions parallel or perpeudicular to 
the lines of force. Indeed, from (13) we deduce for the first case 

6 = ± ;. .. . . . . (23) 
and for the second 

s = _;2 or 6 = 11 • 

Furthel', when {} = 0, we have by (14) 

1)11 , -' = =F~, 
1)3,1 

I 

so thl:\tt in th is case, whatever be the value of n, one ofthe principal 
beams, corresponding to the upper sign, is charactel'ized by a left
handed, and the othel' by a rlght-handed circular polarizatIon. This 
will require no further explanation. We may, ho wever, say some 
words ab out the rotatIon of the plane of polal'ization th at is observed 
along the lines of force, and espeClally about its amount for n = no ' 
In this case 

.~ -2v-l-ig 2v+ig 
UI = ~-, 'lt2+=~ , 'lt2_=~ , • (24) 

,g 4 v 2 + g2 4 v 2 + g2 

; = 4 ~v •••••••• (25) 
4 v2 + g2 

Hence, according to the fOl'llmlae (23) and (22), the complex index 
of refraction is 

((1+) = (10 11- i 4 v~ ~ g2 + 4 ~ ~ g21 

.fol' the left-handed beam, and 

((1-)={1o l1- i 4V~~g2 - 4v~~g21 
fol' the l'lght-handed one. 

Comparing these expressions w!th (7), we see that the two rays 
are equally absorbed, the index of absorptiou being for both of them 

. • • • (26) 

but that their real indices of refraction are unequal. Their difference 
is given by 

4~v 
(1+ - {1- = (.to 4 v2 + g2' 

and, cOl'l'esponding 10 it, there is a rotation of the plane of polari
zation amounting to 
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no no (.10 2 ~ v (27) 
tp = 20 «(.1- - (.1+) =.- 0 4 v2 + r/' . . . 

per unit of length. 
\ As for the case {} = i n, it will suffice to mention here that the 
two principal beams are rectilinearly polarized. For the one, whose 
vibrations are parallel to the lines of force, the maximum of absorp
tion, which orcUl'S when n = no , has an intensity determined by 

I 

no(.1o~ M= --......... (28) 
og 

For the other beam, whose vibrations are at right angles to the 
lines of force, the absorption for n = no may be calculated by the 
formula 

§ 6. Let us now pass on to consider the propagation in a direction 
making an angle {} with the lines of force. In doing 80 we shall, 
< • 1 
however,' exclude cases in which this angle is very lleal' 0 or 2"n, 

because JOl' these directions some terms which may in general be 
omitted, might become of illfluence 1). 

When both sin {} and cos {} are large in comparison with the 
small quantities occurl'ing in OUl' calculatiolls, formu]a (12) may be 
replaced by 

sa that 

1 VI g = "2 11 sin 2{} ± 4" '11 2 sin 4{} + Ç2 cos ~{} • 

At the same time (14) becomes 
[)o/ .ç cos {} 
[):t' =-~g-' 

. (30) 

. . (31) 

(32) 

We have, therefore, w hen toe quantities relating to the two principal 
beams are distinguished by the indices land lI, 

(
1:11f ) (1:1y ) Ç2 cos 2{} 

rDx' I 1)x' 11 = - §z gIl ' 
or, on account of (30), 

1) Notwithstanding this, we shall find that, if we put .9- = 0 or .9- = -21 
?r, we 

I, 

can d~duce from some of our formulae resuIts that are true for a propagation 
along the Iines of force or a~ right angles to these !ines. 
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( 'IJy 0)\ ('IJy ) = 1. 
- Îlx' i 1.)x' 11 

This means that one of the charaeteristie ellipses ean be eonsidered 
as the refleeted image of the other with respect to a line biseeting 
the ang!e X' 0 Y, a l'ule whieh also app1ies to the direction of motion 
in the two cases. 

The imaginary par is of 'UI, ~t2+ ~t2-, on whieh the absorption 
ultimate1y depends, have their maximum values for 12 = n1, n2+ 122-, 

and have diminished io a small part on1y of the maximum value, , 
when 112-1211, In-n2+1 or In-n2-1 is equal to a moderate multiple 
of the coeffieient g. 

From this we ean infer that, when v is sufficiently great in com
parison with g, there will be three maxima of absorption at the 
points of the spectrum determined by (16), and that, if v gl'eatly 
sm·passes g, we have three absorption bands that are eompletely 
separated, the body being practieally transparent to rays of the 
intedying wave-Iengths. At a point where the imaginary part of one 
of the quantities ~t), U2+ 'U2- has its maximum value, both the 
real and the imaginary parts of the two othel' quantities may, under 
these circumstanees, be neg1ected in comparison with that maximum 
yalue. For n = n2+ for instanee, we may put 

Ut = 0 , 1t2+ = i!!.. , lt2_ = 0, 
9 

l1=it , ;=-it, 
9 9 

by which the roots of equation (30) become 
g = - 1] cos2 .:J. and g = '11. 

Choosing the first root, we find 

'IJ?I i -=---, 
'IJ x' cos .:J. 

(tL) = tLo 11 - ~ i : (1 + cos
2 

.:J.) t ' 

anel if we take the seeond 

'IJy • 
~ = ~cos.:J., 
i1.I:t' 

(tL) = tLo' 

lt appeal's from these resu1ts tbat only the fil'st of the two principal 
!·ays is absol'bed, and that the a..-'{es of its characteristie ellipse are 
parallel to 0 Y and 0 X', being to each other ip. the ratio of 1 to 
cos {ti this ellipse can be considered as the projection on the wave-
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front of a circle whm,e plane IS at l'lght angles to the lines of force. 
If we imagine a point moving along this circle in the direction in 
which the equiyalent electron moves in the mode of motion "2+, 
the projection of this motion on t11e wave-front indicates the direction 
in which the characteristic ellipse is described. 

All this agrees with the elementary theory of the ZEEl\'IAN-effect 
and similal' remarks apply to the othel' outer component of the triplet. 

§ 7. We shall now enter upon some more details concerning the 
pl'opagation of rays whose frequency no corresponds to the rniddle 
point of the triplet. In order not to exclude rases in which the 
components of the triplet are not neatly separated or hardly so, we 
shall not assume that v is much greater than g. 

For n = no we may use the values (24) and (25), whereas 
2iv 

1]= --; 
g 

Hence, if we abbreviate by putting 

we 

aml 

v 8zn2 {t 

i C08 {t == q, 

find from (31) and (32) 
[)x' -
-=q ± i Vl-q2 
'J" ' ;:';y 

(33) 

. . (34) 

. • (35) 

s = - i Dx' . 4{3v C08 {t • (36) 
[)y 4v2 + g2 

In discussing these results we shall suppose the quantities v and q, 
which are l'elated to each othe1' in the mannel' shown by (34), to 
be positive 1). 

The nature of ihe phenomena that wiII be observed greatly depends 
on whether q is greate1' or less than 1. Both cases may occur. lndeed, 
if we dete1'mine an angle {tI by the equation 

(37) 

v 
as we can aJways do, wbatever be the value of -, we shall haye 

Cf 
q > or < 1, according as iJ. > Ol' < {t1' 

1) The quantity v is posiLive when the magnetic field has tbe direction of the 
positive axis of z (so that the direction of the rays makes a sharp angle with the 
lines of force) and when, besides, tbe rigbt- and left-handed circularly polarized 
components of tbe spectral line in tbe longitudinal ZEEMAN-effect have the ordinary 
relative positions. The sign of v is changed both by an inversion of this relative 
position and by an inver:;;ion of the field. 
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In the fil'st case, i.e. when the angle between the l'ay and the 
lines of force is not too smaIl, the ratio (35) is real, namely 

Dx' -.--- = IJ =1= V q- - 1. . . . . . . (38) 
Dy 

The vibrations of the two principal beams will therefore be 
rectilineal', the angles XI and XII which they make with the axis 
OX', aDd which we shall reckon positive in (he dil'ection from OX' 
towards 0 y, being given by 

1 
sin 2Xl = sin 2Xll = -,' . . . . . . (39) 

q 
Both angles lie between 0 and t:it, and the smaller of the two, 

which we shall raIl Xl, corresponds to the under sign in (38), so 
that we may write 

(
Dx,) V-_ =q+ q2_1, 
';Dy 1 

- =q-Vq2-1. (~z) ----
[)1f 11 

Equation (36) shows that 6 has now an imaginary value for both 
principal beams, and, since the same is true of U2+ + U2-, we see 
from (22) and (7) that the two beams have the same real index 
of refraction (1-0 (and therefore the same velocity of pl'opagation), but 
different indices of absorption, namely 

no(1-o~ V--
hl = (4 • (g + 2 (q + q2 - 1) v cos ~} , 

c v-+g2
) 

hIl = 4
no

fJ-L {g + 2 (g - V q2 1) V C08~} • 
c( V 2+.q2) 

(40) 

(41) 

It appears fl'om ihis that the absorption is strongest for the beam 
whose vibrations make the smaller angle with the lines of force. 
This might have been expected on the ground of the elementary 
theory of the ZEEl\IAN-effect. 

The difference between the expressions q + Vq2-1 and q - Vq2-1 
which OCCUl' in hl and lm increases as q becomes greater. Now, 

v 
if fol' a fixed valne of -, the angle ~ is made to approach the limit 

g 
t:re, (34) shows that q increases indefinitely, When it has become 
very great, we may l'eplace q + Vq2-1 by 2q, and since q cos ~ 

tends towal'ds the value 

the limit 

v 
, as may be seen from (34), we have at 

g 

23 
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agreeing with the value (28) which we have given for a ray perpen
elicnlal' to the lines of force anel having its vibrations aiong these 

1 
lines. At tbe same time q - Vq2-1 may be l'eplaced by -, so that 

2q 
ftJl ttppl'oacheli the limit (29). 

On the othel' hand, when {f is made smaller and ultirnately becomes 
eqnal to 1'J-1 ('1 = 1), both ftl and hll have the limiting' vaille 

h = no f-to tI 2v cos {fl + g 
C 4v2 + g2 

01', if (37) is taken into account) 

no f-t oP 2v~ sin2 H'l + g2 
h=--

cg 4v2 + g2 

This lies between the "alues (28) and (29). 

(42) 

As for the directiolls of the vibrations in the pl'incipal beams, 
1 

these are eletermined by Xl = 0 and Xl = 4 3'e in the extreme cases 

1 {} = - 3'e and {} = {}l' The former of these results was to be expecteel, 
2 

anel the latter shows that for {} = {)ol both directions coincide with 
the line bisecting the angle X' 0 Y. We shall denote t11is line by OL. 

~ 8. li appea,l's from wImt precedes that fol' {)o > {)ol the state of 
t1üngs is wholly different fl'om the one existing w11en {f = 0, which 
is chal'acterized by a circulal' polarization of t11e principal beams. 
The transition between these phenomena is formed by those which 
are ubserYeel when {)o < {)ol' 

In this case q < 1, so that we may put 

v sin2 
{} 

q =--- =co.sw, 
g C08 {)o 

by which 80me of our fOl'mnlae are simplified. The mone of vibration 
of t he ]11'Ïnci.paI beams is determined by the l'elation 

Îlx ' . _=e±IW, . (43) 
';Dy 

following fl'Oll1 (35), anel we may therefol'e say that if we have at 
some point of the system 

DIJ = aei (1I t+p), 

with real a anel p, the othel' component of the elielectric displacement' 
will be givcn by 

1)a;' = aei(lIt +p±w). 

, J 
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Taking the real parts of these expressions, namely 
.[)x'=acos(nt+p±w) ,.[)y=acos(nt+p), 

we may conclude that both principal beams are elliptically polarized, 
with the same characteristic ellipse, one of whose axes has the 
direction of the line OL mentioned above. The difference between 
the two beams lies merely in this, that the characteristic ellipses are 
described in opposite directions. In order to see this, we have only 
to obsel've that, if " is the angle between .[) and OX', 

cos (nt + p) 
tg" = , 

cos (nt + p ± (0) 

1 d" n sin 00 
-- - = ± --:------:-
cos2 

" dt cos2 (nt + 'P ± (0) 

In the beam to which the upper signs refer, the direction of the 
motion corresponds to that of propagation. Fo!' this reason we shall 
distinguish all quantities relating to it by the index + and those 
which relate to the other beam by the index -. 

Weneed hardIy add that the characteristic ellipse coincides with 
the straight line OL when -& = -&1' and that it becomes a circle 
when -&=0. 

We can further deduce from (43), (36) and (22) 

(L+ = (La (1 + 2::2~g~ sin w) , 
. . • . (44) 

showing that, for n = na and fol' any dil'ection bet ween -& = -&1 and 
-& = 0, the two principal beams are equally absorbed, just like the 
two circularIy polarized beams in the extreme case -& = O. The 
common index of absorption, for which we sha11 henceforth write 
h, diminishes as -& increases; for -& = -&1 (w = 0) it takes the value 
(42), and for -& = 0 (00 = 13l') the value (26). How far these extreme 
values are different, depends on the relative magnitude of v and g. 

§ 9. The difference between the velocities with which a left-handed 
and a right-handed circuIarly polarized beam travel along the lines 
of force, leads to the weIl known rotation of the plane of polarization. 
On account of the unequality of the veloeities of pl'Opagation deter
mined by (-:1:4), thel'e is a e.imilal' rotation in theintervalfrom-&=O 
io {Jo = -&n with some difference in the details, however, owing to 

23* 
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the fact that the pl'incipal beams are not circlllarly, but elliptically 
polal'ized. 

Let one of the beams be represented by_ 

, [( fL+
Z
') J - h Z + i no t - -- + p + w 

:D., = a e C_ 

_ - ft z' + i [no (t - fL~Z') + pJ 
'D~ = cr, e c, 

and Lhe olher b,)' sillliJal' expl'essions containing (1._ instead of (.1,+ 

,tnd - w instel.1d of + w. Or, in other terms, let US wl'ite fol' 
Olle bel.l,lll 

1:>.1:' = cr, e-"::.' Cab [no (t - ~Z') + 11 -I- w J, 
Dy = et e-h:::.' cos [no (t - ~Z') + 11 J ' 

and for the other 

, [( fL-
Z
') ] Da.' = ct e ft: cos no t - -c- + 11 - w , 

Dy = et e-/lz' cos [no (t - fL~Z') + 11 ] . 

Th6n, compOllneling the two, anel putting 

we get 

no 
t~ = - (fL- - fL+), 

2c 

1:'.' = 2a e-hz' co" (tf'z' + w) cos [ no t - ;: (r.t+ + (oL) z' + p J ' 
'Dy = 2et e-h:' C08 tfJ.-:' C08 [no t - ;: (fL+ + fL-) z' + 11] . 

Hence, at any point z', the resnltant vibration is rectilinear, anel 
its amplitude, considered ::tS a vector, may be l'epresentcd by 

2 a e-II:::.'~, 

~I being a vector in the wave fi'ont with the components 
,~ 

~11' = C08 (tl' Z' + w) , 211/ = cos tfJ z'. 
lt' Ll1i, vector is drawn from a fixeel point, üs extremÏty descl'ibes 

an ellipse when z' is ml.tde to increase continually. The cOl'l'esponding 
l'oLation of the plane of polarization is similal' to the one observed 
in 11I0re fttmilütr cases inaslIlllch as it goes on in a constant 
dil'ectlon, but ,vhen z' is made to incl'ease at a constant rate, the 
velociLy of the l'otation is variabie. lts changes are detel'mined by 

,~--~~-------- -
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the rule that the vector ill describes equal areas in equal times; 
consequentlJT, the velocity of rotation is gl'eatest when the vibration 
has the direction of the minor axis of the ellipse. 

J..Jet " be the angle between the vector ~l and the axis of x'. Then 
the above formulae give t11e f()llowing value for the l'otation of the 
plane of polarization per unit of length 

d" lP sin w 

dz t 1+ cosw cos (2/pz'+w) , . 
(45) 

an expression that is constant only fol' {)o = 0 (w = ~ 3l). For any 
other valne of the angle {)o we may a180 consider the mean value 
of tlte rotation. As the vector ~ makes a complete l'evolution while 

z' increases 
2Jl' 

by -, we finel for this mean 1'0tation 
'll' 

no nollo 2f1 v cos {)o sin (J) 

tp=o-(t-t--f.l+)=--. 4 ~+ 2 • 
~c c}) g 

It takes the value (27) for {)o = (J (w = in) and van is hes for {)o={)l (w=O). 

It must be noticed that, even in the neighbourhooel of th is latter 
direction of propagation, whereas thc mean rotation pel' unit of length 

d" 
becOlnes very smalI, the 1'otation dz', may very weU have an appre-

ciable magnitnde, if the e1il'ection of "ibra/ion be properly chosen. 
In fnct, the maximum value of (.,15) is 

tp sin w no~Lo 4f1v cos {)o cos2 tw 
----=tl'cotl;w=---. , 
1 - cos 0 .. ' ~ C 4v J +gJ 

[md this can be of the same order of magnitude as (27), even fol' 
a vah~e of {)o very near {)ot (w = 0). 

The ellipse described by the extl'emity of the vector ~l is similm' 
in form aud position to tlle chal'acteristie cllip:oe of whieh wc havc 
spoken in § 8. 

§ 10. Summing up thc above l'esults (allel always confining OUl'

selves to the particular frcquency 7,Lo) we may say t.hat in the interval 
between {)o = {)ol and {)o = t 3r the phenomena are in thc main of 
the same kind as the true transverse ZEEMAN-effect that is observed 
at l'ight angles to the lines of force i lhe Pl'illCipal beams present a 
l'ectilineal' polarization and differ from each other by theÎl' indice~ 
of absorption, whereas the velocity of )Jl'opagation is the same tOl' 
both of them. li'or vaÎues of {) smaller than {)ol' on the contrary, 
the effect is similal' to the true longitudinal one. I)l this interval it 

, 
\ 
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is only by their velocities of propagation, but not by tl1e intensity 
of the absorption, that the two beams are different. 

We ean diminish {Jol by making v greacter. Hence, the region of 
the transverse effect expands when the magnetic field is strengthened, 

v 
and finally, when - has become very large, i. e. when the distance 

g 
between the magnetic components far sUl'passes their b1'eadth, the 
longitudinal effect is confined to a ve1'y narrow interval. 

We may add that any definite direction of propagation may be 
made to fall within the limits of the transverse effect by p1'operly 
strengthening the field. At the same time, the phenomena become 
more and more like those that are observed at right angles to the 
lines of force. Indeed, when v is made g1'eater, q increases continually, 
as may be seen from (34). The angle XI whose value is given by 
(39), tends towards the limit 0, so that fjnally the two principal 
directions of vibl'ation will be perpendicular to each other, the second 
of them being also llormal to the field. Formula (41) shows that, at 
the limit, the index of absorption of the. second beam becomes 0, 
and equatioll (40) may be replaced by 

hl == nor-to~ (q + 4qv cos {Jo), 
c(4v~+ga) . 

or, if we take into account the formula (34) and fact that v becomes 
very much gl'eatel' than g, by 

1 nor-top .• fi 
I~l == -- 8%n- 1)"' 

cg 

(cf. formula (28»). These conclusions may be compared with weIl 
known results obtained in, the elementary theory of the ZEEMAN-effect 
in the radiated light, namely that the dii'ection of vibration ..lies in 
the plane passing through the ray and a line of forqe, and that the 
amplitude is / proportional to sin {Jo. 

~ 11. From a theoretical point of view it is interesting to examine 
somewhat more closely the special case in which the rays have the 
direction determined by the angle {Jol' OUI' formulae would lead us 
to infer that in (his case the t,~·o principal beams are polarized in 
tbe same way, so that aftel' all there would be only one kind of 
vibl'ation that can be pl'opagated. Of course this cannot be true. 
The difficulty can be overcome by pushing our approximations a 
step farther than has been done in the preceding calculations, in 
which we have omitted all quantities tbat are of an order higher 
than the first with respect to u 1, 'U2+, '/.t2-· 
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If we nse fol' 1) and ; the exact fOl'mulae (19) und (20)- - ugain 
confining onrselves to the case 11, = no ,~ we still find un imaginal'Y 

value for the ratio~. We cun thel'efol'e define a real nnglc in thc 
?J 

first quadrant by the equation 

. (46) 

und it is for the direction of pl'opagation detel'mined by this angle, 
that we sha11 pel'fol'm the following calculations. 

11. fo11ows from (33) that the augle {}! which we introduce Il0W 

becomes equal to the angle originally denoted by the same symbol 
when we take for rJ and ; theil' former values. These are a little 
different from those which we must now ascribe to these quantities, 
and thel:efo1'e the dil'ection of propagation assumed in OUl' present 
calculation does not exactly coincide with the dil'ection which we 
considered In the pl'eceding al't.icle as tb 3 bOl1ndary between the 
regions of the longitudinal and the transverse effect. The deviation 
of one direction from the other is, however, insignificant; i1 will 
even be found to be smaIl in compal'ison with the new terms thut 
will now become of importance. 

We shall again begin with the detel'minution of g. For this pUl'pose 
we huve to use equation (12), for which, on accuunt of (46), we 
may write 

~~ + 2i ~; cos {tI - ~2 cos~ {tI = - 62
1) cos2 

{tI - SS2 sin2 {tI + 11~2. 
Here, the terms ou the left-hand side, the onIy ones with which 

we were concel'ned in our fil'st appl'oximation, form u complete 
square, und. this is the 1'eason\ why we found two pl'incipul bcums 
identical wit11 each oihel'. 

In the uppl'oximation now l'equil'ed we must l'etuin the terms on 
the l'ight-hand side, but it will sutlice to substitute in them the 
vulues of g, 1), S obtained in our former culculation. Distillguishing 
these by the index 0, we get the following equatioll fol' ~ 

t L'" Q - ± V ;; 2 • 2 G ;: ~ ~ • 2 G + 1'2 (47) S -, ~!> cos 1.1'1 - - ~o 1)0 cos 1.1'1 - ~o~o stn 1.1'1 1)0:' 0 • 

As to the three quantities go, 110' Ço, the lust of them is givcn by 
(25), and we huve, in vÎl'tue of (46), 

. cos {tI 
110 = - 2~~0 -.---, 

sm2 {tI 

Z>.l.' 
und, on account of (36), since the vulue of - wus 1, 

'Dy 
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1: 0 4{3v cos {}1 0 

50 = - ~ . = - ~ Sa cos {}1· 
4v2 + g' 

Substituting these values in (47), we get-

~ = - i S cos -&1 ± (1 - i) Sa 0, 0 0 0 0 0 {48} 

where we have put 
1 + cos2 -&1 ---

o = 0 V tso cos {} 1· 
s~n {}l 

The new term to whieh om present approximation leads us, 
namely (i-i) ;oó, is thus seen to be of the order of magnitude ç 0 3/2, 
so that it will be allowable to negleet quantities of the order ç 0 20 

Sneh are: first, the difference between the values of {}1 given by 
(37) and (-16), and seeondly, the change that would be brought ab out 
in our results if we took ü1to account the difference between 11,; 
and 110,Sao Moreover, we may neglect the products SS, 'l'jç, and ~11 in 
formula (14), and we may again use for the complex index of 
refraction the equation (22), substituting in it, on account of (24), 
(25) and (37), 

1 i{3g ig _ 1 ol' 8~n2 {}1 
- (U2+ + U2-:"") =. -So - -H·o --. 
2 4v' + g2 4v 4 - COS-&1 

Finally we deduce from (48) 

~ = - i Sa cos {}1 ± (I-i) Sa 0, 
• from (14) 

and from (22) 

I II + cos 2 
{}1 1 ( 

(IA) = [.to 1 - -4 iSo ± - (1 - i) Sa (r . 
cos {}1 2 

The result is that in thi~ special case, like in the general Olle, 
there are two distinct prineipal beams, with different -charactcristic 
ellipses, both deviating somewhut from the straight line OL mentioned 
at the end of ~ 70 Between the two there is a sligbt diffel'ence, both 
in velocity of propagation and in index. of absorptiono 

The regions of the longitudinal and the transverse ZEEMAN-effect 
are thus found not to be sharply separated from each other, as we 
coneluded in ~ 10, bnt to oyerlap to a certain extC:'nto This shows 
that, strictly speaking, the consideration of additional terms of the 
order S03/2 is necessary, not only in the case {} = '<).ll uut also for 
olher direetions of propagation lying within a smaIl angle on both 
sides of the dil'ection detel'mined by the angle {}10 


